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Abstract 

 

This paper, presents useful relative technologies in decision making for public health protection in terms of 

electromagnetism surveyllance datasets at volcanic geographies in Italy. The presented methodology that has been 

tested, since 2017, could be useful for public health protection detecting pre-seismic signals in actively tectonically 

sites. The frequencies related to broadband electromagnetic monitoring , instrumentally detected 24h7, adopt the SELF-

VLF band, 0 - 32000 Hz. This work, is useful for stakeholders so as to identify potential candidate electromagnetic 

precursors, in association with impending eruptions. The investigated data showed useful results for main volcanoes in 

Italy like Vesuvius Volcano and rest areas. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

The aim of this experimental research, 

conducted by Radio Emission Project, is the 

investigation of electromagnetic signals measured at 

Italian volcanoes. The aim is to analyse proper 

datasets, signal analysis for electromagnetic 

magnitudes that can be utilised in predictions or alert 

utilities to stakeholders mitigating associated risks at 

volcanoes for public health protection. 

Italian volcanism presents activity in Europe, 

located in densely populated areas, such as Naples and 

Catania. This characteristic poses a serious safety and 

alert situation in decision making for populations over 

million of   living close to volcanic areas. Monitoring 

technologies at volcanoes could provide important 

indications at volcanic activity so as to provide an alert 

proper system that anticipates potential eruptions. The 
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researchers participated in this work are wondering the 

possibility in right signal detection for right decision 

making in relative volcanic activities, earthquakes 

produced by such volcanoes. Relative studies 

[1][2][3][4][5][6], have shown that numerous 

electromagnetism signal spectrum exist at crust al 

level, related to Earth's crust. These studies have 

shown that is produced a radio frequency due the 

relative change of magnitude stress on particular 

geomorhologigal sites. The signals can be recorded 

and the emission point identified using RDF - Radio 

Direction Finding, where a relative surveyllance 

system has been presented by the Radio Emissions 

Project (REP) in 2017. 

The electromagnetic surveyllance scheme is 

having a relative antenna technology system oriented 

in orthogonal grid, as it realized by the REP project 

and of a computerized signal processing system. The 

surveyllance base uses proper dataloggers so as to 

register numerous datasets in detection 

electromagnetic signals, applying a proper correlation 

technique to monitor data, developed by researchers at 

REP project, provides datalogging at these signals. 

Other stations have been set up properly on soil, that 

allow to perform an electromagnetism carrier of 

natural type, and hence to identify of the geographic 

surface characteristics from which are coming relative 

signals.  

  

 

2. MONITORING DATA RADIO DETECTION FINDING 
 

     The  RDF base stations in Italy involved in the 

monitoring are located in:  

- Pontedera (PI). Latitude: 43.672445 North, 

Longitude: 10.640100 East.  

- Lariano (RM) (1). Latitude: 41.728799 North, 

Longitude: 12.843205 East.  

- Lariano (RM) (2). Latitude: 41.728799 North, 

Longitude: 12.843205 East.  

- Ripa-Fagnano (AQ). Latitude: 3.123060 North, 

Longitude: 101.653044 East.  

The RDF base stations started to register radio-

anomalies in relative datasets' characteristics (see Fig. 

3 and 4), REP project investigates volcanic sites at 

Etna, Stromboli and Vesuvius: 

Pontedera - Dark violet Light purple.  

Lariano (1) - Dark violet Purple - Red Purple - Red  

Lariano (2) - Dark violet Purple - Red Purple - Red  

Ripa-Fagnano - Light purple Purple - Red Purple - Red  

The relative logged colours at the investigated 

presented system, could be useful to detect activity in 

volcanoes. The volcanic geological strata can be 

described at intersection of coloured azimuthers, 

identifing the origin location at particular signal 

magnitudes. Hence it has as result that right logged 

signals could demonstrate relative magnitudes to 

identify hazards for stakeholders protecting public 

health. 

The data were considered on electromagnetism signal 

frequency particular characteristics that investigated 

according based on REP project at four relative 

vocanic sites in Italy.  

The colorimetric for azimuth varies in relative signal 

analysis's results that are presented below. 

 
 

Figure 1. Electromagnetic signals’ map of the Italian 

RDF network. 

 

In figure 1 is presented a relative geographical 

information for the investigated case studies in Italy. 

The results from REP project show the variation in 

color that identifies an azimuthal variation according 

to collected datasets from data loggers that can register 

the relative datasets. Proper use of Google Maps took 

place at REP. 

The work investigated also the identification of 

probable earthquakes (M2+), which occurred during 

that project in  variation of electromagnetism signal 

magnitudes so as to occur such telluric phenomena 

produced by volcanism, detected in real time by the 

website of the National Institute of Geophysics and 

Volcanology (www.ingv.it/), see Figure 1. 
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Figure 2. Arrival direction of registered signals by the 

monitoring system, for each RDF station. 

 

In figure 2 is presented orientation that directs registered 

signals of surveyllance system at REP project's 

measurements bases. Different colour is relative to an 

Azimuth direction based on signals that arrives according 

to REP.   

Regarding the signal magnitudes at relative surveyllance 

scheme, at REP project's measurements bases obtained 

precise reference azimuths for location at particular data 

logger, see Figure 2. 

However, by observing the coloration  

in variation of electromagnetism signal magnitudes in 

respective azimuths, triangulation it detects which 

volcano had emitted electromagnetism signal, prior 

seismic activity, that could be produced by active volcano 

or eruptions caused by magmatism. By installing more 

stations, better results will be achieved in alerting to 

special hazards and protecting public and community 

health[8][9][10]. 

 

2.1  RADIO SIGNALS CHARACTERISTICS  

 

As RDF surveyllance system automatically generates 

relative signal spectrums, it examines the variation in 

relative colour based on particular collected datasets. 

The relative colour from the investigated system 

determines orientation at signal arrival based on 

relative installed surveyllance grid in Italy. The relative 

geographic system elaborates properly the electro 

magnetic signals, indicating therefore the 

topographical loction of particular signal sources.  

The typology varies in time bearing in mind particular 

datasets characteristics behavior in time (extension, 

appearance or not, bandwidth, frequency oscillation, 

see Figure 3. 

 

 

 

Figure3.  The typology of the recorded signals varies 

according to the electromagnetic frequency, the intensity 

with which they appear and the time, as well as for their 

behavior in time 

 

In figure 3 is presented Electromagnetic signals 

observed   of electromagnetism signal particular 

characteristics, detected by monitoring base at Lariano on 

December 12, 2020.  

  

 The relative presented spectrum presents the particular 

charecteristics identified based on REP project that could 

be combined as alert to stakeholders using proper mobile 

  
appications - web utilities for additional alerts in public 

health protection for residents or tourists that during their 

visit may be at risk at relative described geographical 

landscape places. 

  Electromagnetic emission increases as energy 

build up increases at a volcanoe's cone, even at some 

depth. While there is energy in high magnitudes, seismic 

events could take place after rocks' breaking within 

volcanic conies that are composed, which produces 

electromagnetism signal magnitutudes at volcanic site, 

while these characteristics are recording in such seismic 

phenomena.  

They will exist until the volcanic eruption. Therefore, 

electromagnetic emission will attenuate, earthquakes and 

persist until the eruption volcanic phenomena will 

attenuate and will stop.  

  Furthermore, wherever inside the Earth's 

geomorphology is accumulated energy, then 

electromagnetism signal is emitted, either before a 

seismic event or before an activity at volcano 

[8][9][10][11][12][13][14][15][16][17][18][19][20]. 

 

 

 

 

2.2 RDF AND VOLCANO SIGNALS 

  

 The surveyllance datasets at volcanic 
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investigated sites according to REP project in Italy 

consist of the signal collection at ELF band. Moreover, 

except the electromagnetism signal datasets, the 

research work took into account also seismic data, see 

Figure 4. 

The investigated datasets show how the 

electromagnetism signal variation is important for 

alerts, in decision making, mitigating associated risks 

at particular volcanic sites for public health protection. 

Proper use of such surveyllance systems allows to 

acquire important information on its evolution. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Variations in electromagnetic frequency 
of radio signals registered by the Italian RDF network. 

 
In figure 4 is presented Radio signals - variations in 

electromagnetic, RDF grid in Italy where have been 

registered in Italy according to REP project, RDF grid on 

December 2020. Forces currently are not possible to be 

measured but could be probably in future be measured 

after proper modifications and experiments that should be 

taken into account on a relative modified surveyllance 

system so as to be probable to be observed and somehow 

to be measured relative magnitudes.  

    

The monitoring REP project, in fact, allows to model the 

received datasets from dataloggers, triangulate them and  

to find the identity, direction of signal relative emission at 

ground levels. 

 

2.3 RADIO SIGNALS ON DECEMBER 2020 

 

Figure 5, presents radio-anomalies found in datasets 

based on their characteristics. Hence, there are 70 

radio-anomalies that durate 0 - 3.8 hours, and also 

other epochs of them that durate 3.8-7.6 hours (12 case 

studies); 7.6-11.4 (8 case studies) and 11.4-15.20 hours 

(9 case studies). So the study highlights that radio-

anomaly at REP project. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Duration in hours of  total radios-anomalies 

recorded by the Italian RDF network, in December 

2020. Credits: Radio Emissions Project. 

 

In figure 5 is presented the relative radio- 

anomalies recorded for REP Italian project. Initial data 

on radio-anomaly characteristics recorded appear show 

these may be an inversely proportional relationship 

between radios-anomalies duration, see figure 6. This 

evidence could be useful so as to take the right 

measures in time avoiding relative hazards to 

stakeholders and protecting public health. 

 

 

 

Figure 6a. Radio signals and their duration  

characteristics – RDF Lariano (RM) 1 station 
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Figure 6b. Radio signals and their duration  

characteristics – RDF Lariano (RM) 2 station 

 

 

Figure 6c. Radio signals and their duration 

characteristics – RDF Ripa-Fagnano (AQ)  

station 

 

 

 

Figure 6d. Radio signals and their duration 

characteristics – RDF Pontedera (AQ)  station 

 

In figure 6 a, b, c, d is shown the electromagnetism's 

frequency magnitudes related to radio anomaly based on 

relative monitoring stations of: (a) Lariano 1-Roma; (b) 

Lariano2-Roma, (c) Ripa Fagnano - l'Aquila; (d) 

Pontedera-Pisa. These datasets, could be investigted in 

terms of the geomorphological characteristics inside a 

volcanic cone, the particular geological characteristics, 

the star characteristics of the rocks, as other related 

variables that will come up from several relative 

investigations in future works. 

 

2.4 ERUCTIVE DATA AND ELECTROMAGNETIC 

ACTIVITY 

 

 

In figure 7 are presented electromagnetic datasets 

found at REP. The datasets present peaks of increase in 

correspondence with the temporal epochs where 

eruptions took place, peak magnitudes at period that 

exist the radio-anomalies. Long-duration 

electromagnetic emissions appear before eruptions, 

while relative magnitudes decrease after eruption 

occurs. Hence, radio-anomalies initially exist before 

relative volcanic phenomenon occurs, and then a 

drastic decrease as eruption phenomenon takes place, 

before disappearing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Radio signals and their duration 

characteristics – RDF Pontedera (AQ)  station 

 

In figure 7 is presented the relationship found 

at investigated radio-anomalies, at relative volcanoes' 

eruptions, at Etna and Stromboli, REP project. The latter 

electromagnetic datasets could exist as a hypothesis for 

future investigations so as to identify alerts in decision 

making using proper utilities for stakeholders mitigating 

associated risks and protecting public health. Such future 

investigations should bear in mind particular crystalline   

rock geomorphologies, bearing in mind the pressure in 

relative magma formulation phenomena.   

Rock crystal structural geomorphologies 
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release a flowing of ions according to piezoelectricity 

phenomenon, these ions would then emit radio-

frequency. Furthermore, in similar way, the relative 

lava pressure is increased at the magma chamber into 

the cone, which is generating radio-frequency. The 

eruption data show that eruptions occur when long 

epochs exist at radio-anomalies, according to REP 

project. The latter that enormous energy is generated 

for eruptions and the long epochs depend on rocks' 

crystalline morphology that is in particular stresses 

magnitudes.   

 

3. HYPOTHESIZED MECHANISM 

 

The main hypothesized mechanism that has 

been taken into account at this working REP project, 

bearing in mind the piezoelectricity, as occurs 

variation of stress magnitudes at particular rock 

geomorhological surfaces and deformation of crystal 

in elattices, which is followed by the real 

electromagnetism magnitudes, relative emissions 

determined by electrical charges, that are related to 

particular mechanical stress variations at rock 

geomorphological surfaces.  

This electromagnetic emission, is in energy 

generation within several magnitudes in KW.   Hence, 

the existence in energy generation of high magnitudes 

at electrical charges, it generates radio frequency. The 

presented technology is useful so as to identify 

volcanic hazards and it could be developed more based 

on more particular field data. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

 

  We conclude that the above investigated of 

electromagnetic datasets characteristics, found at 

volcanoes in Italy, may have a predictive character for 

geophysical activity. 

The relative data present importance that 

allow us to identify eruptive phenomena  so as to kake 

the right measures in time for stakeholders and public 

health protection. Such described technologies for 

public health protection can identify seismic events 

due to activity in volcanoes. Therefore, this study 

confirms that an activity in volcanic geomorphology is 

related to electromagnetic signals, when it is found 

active.    

Hence, geophysical events involving both 

seismic and volcanic events or both, identifiable by 

signals visible a few hours earlier so as to take right 

measures and inform stakeholders in advance for civil 

protection, public health protection. The methodology 

presented in this study could prospectively contribute 

to a new concept of environmental monitoring, 

applying proper mobile, web utilities for alerts to 

stakeholders and protecting public health, mitigating 

associated risks in a holistic view of natural 

phenomena potentially destructive to human 

communities. 
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